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Given the ongoing debates about evaluations for teacher effectiveness, publication of teacher ratings, and 
competing plans about how best to improve U.S. education, it is notable that the voices of students are often muted 
in—if not absent from—the national conversation (Lincoln, 1995; Cook-Sather, 2002). In this study student letters 
in support of candidates who would be selected as winners of Princeton University’s Distinguished Secondary 
School Teaching Award (DTA) illuminate those teaching behaviors that, over a 25-year period and in a diverse 
range of secondary school settings, have impressed students as outstanding.   

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
1. In letters recommending the secondary school instructors who would be selected as winners of the DTA 

from 1989 to 2013, how do students describe outstanding teaching?  	
2. What could these student descriptions add to current efforts to define teacher quality?    

KEY FINDINGS 
• Caring teacher behaviors seem to matter most to these students of outstanding teachers. Caring is described 

in 84% of letters, and significantly more often than other teaching constructs (see Existence vs. Frequency of 
Teaching Constructs in DTA Letters diagram).  

• Effective teaching behaviors seem to be interrelated, with caring behaviors seeming to play a central role 
(see Construct Overlap for Teaching Behaviors diagram).  

• According to χ2 testing, it is extremely unlikely that the socioeconomic status (SES) or type of school has a 
significant effect on students’ descriptions of outstanding teaching1 (see Construct Frequency in Student Letters 
matrix).  

DATA SAMPLE: Patton (1990) discusses criterion sampling as reviewing and studying “all cases that meet some 
predetermined criterion of importance,” noting that it is common in quality assurance efforts by businesses and 
other organizations (p. 176). In the present study, I was most interested in descriptions of outstanding teaching, so 
student narratives were sampled by the criterion of whether the nominee eventually earned the DTA (see DTA 
Winner Selection Process on reverse). Teachers described in this data set came from different types of schools (public, 
independent, religious) in a range of settings (rural, suburban, urban) in 19 of 21 New Jersey counties over a 25-
year period (see DTA Winner Demographics map).  

RESEARCH DESIGN: Because the Tripod instrument (Ferguson, 2010) has been used widely to survey student 
perceptions in conjunction with the MET Project, substantive codes for content analysis were developed from its 
“7Cs” constructs (see Existence vs. Frequency of Teaching Constructs in DTA Letters diagram). Writing about content 
analysis, Carley (1993) contrasted approaches to counting based on existence (i.e., the binary proposition of 
whether or not a concept occurs) and frequency (i.e., how many times the concept occurs). Existence-based 
comparisons simplify discussions of concept co-occurrence and eliminate some types of frequency biases (Carley, 
1993, p. 86). In this study, the 193 student authors employ a range of writing styles, including level of supportive 
detail; therefore, coding might be influenced by what Miles and Huberman (1994) refer to elite bias: 
“overweighting data from articulate, well-informed, usually high-status informants and underrepresenting data from 
less articulate, lower-status ones” (p. 263). In order to demonstrate the relative strength of each 7C construct in 
student narratives, existence and frequency are presented and illustrated. In the second stage of analysis, frequency-
based comparisons permitted discussions of “saliency and emphasis” (Carley, 1993, p. 86) and identification of 
discrete behaviors (see Construct Overlap for Teaching Behaviors diagram). Finally, χ2 testing was used to determine 
the likelihood that the distribution of frequencies was influenced by demographic factors such as a school’s 
socioeconomic status (SES).  
 

 
 

																																																													
1	Matthew Luppino WHS ’14 performed a chi-square test comparing 7Cs constructs with SES / school type to obtain χ2 (30) = 12.4, p = .998. 

	



DTA WINNER SELECTION PROCESS 
	
Month	

	
Actor	

	
Action	

	
Outcome	

October	 Princeton	University		
(Dean	of	the	College)	

Sends	to	1,600	NJ	schools	(gr.	7-12)	
• invitation	letter	
• nominating	materials	
• selection	criteria	

	

	 Approx.	75	NJ	secondary	
schools	

Return	materials	from	
• candidate	
• nominator	(principal	/	head	of	

school	/	superintendent)	of	
candidate	

• colleague	
• 2	studentsa	

75	DTA	
CANDIDATES		

December	 Princeton	Program	in	Teacher	
Prep	(PTP)	Faculty	Members	
	

Read	~15	dossiers	each,	and	identify	the	
top	3	or	4	for	these	indications	of	teacher	
quality	
• preparation	and	talent	
• contributions	to	community	
• impact	on	student	learning	
• intellectual	leadership	
• contributions	to	teaching	
• professional	involvement	

18-20	DTA		
SEMI-FINALISTS		

January	 6	PTP	Faculty	 Read	and	score	all	semi-finalist	dossiers	 8-12	DTA	
FINALISTS	

February-
March	

PTP	Program	Associate	 Conducts	site	visit:	
Observes	2	classes	
Meets	with		
• finalist	
• supervisor/principal	
• 5	to	6	students	
• 3	to	5	colleagues	

Generates	reports	

	

April-May	 Selection	Committee	
• Dean	of	the	College	
• PTP	Director	
• 2	Princeton	faculty	
• 2	superintendents	

Discusses		
• dossiers	
• site	visit	reports	

4	DTA	WINNERS	
	

aData	sampled	for	the	present	study	
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